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FADE IN:

INT. PROFESSIONAL OFFICE - DAY

ANNA (30s, sharp suit, tight bun, severe expression) sits 
behind her desk consulting a file. Behind her are shelves 
with lots of books and a filing cabinet.

DAVE, her client, sits on the opposite side of the desk. Dave 
is shy, unassuming, maybe 30. Quiet, keeps to himself. The 
kind of guy whose neighbors would never suspect of being a 
serial killer. (In fact, he is a serial killer). 

ANNA
Right, okay then. Here’s how it 
goes. I work for you. Everything 
you say here is confidential. But, 
you’ve got to be honest - 
completely honest - or I can’t help 
you. Understood?

DAVE
Yes. Absolutely. 

Anna gets out a legal pad and pen so she can take notes.

ANNA
Good. Now - how many women have you 
killed?

DAVE
So far? Just the four. 

ANNA
And your preferred method?

DAVE
Strangling. 

ANNA
By hand or with an implement? 

DAVE
With a rope, mainly. 

Anna writes something down, quite a long sentence, actually. 
Dave peers over the desk, tries to see what she’s writing. 

ANNA
Do you torture them before you kill 
them?



DAVE
What? No. Certainly not. I’m not 
like that. 

ANNA
So they don’t scream while in your 
captivity?

DAVE
Well, alright. They do scream. A 
bit. But only because they’re 
scared. Listen, I’m not one of 
those sociopathic types. I mean --

He shifts in his seat, leans forward, lowers his voice. 

DAVE (CONT’D)
I always feel terrible after I’ve 
done it. That’s why I bury them. 

ANNA
You bury your victims?

DAVE
That’s right. And in a proper 
grave, too. None of this shallow 
ditch and a few branches for cover 
business. Sometimes it takes me all 
night to dig the hole. 

ANNA
Okay then, I think I’ve got enough. 

Anna makes a few more notes. She turns to computer, types on 
the keyboard, squints at the screen. Types a bit more. Clicks 
the mouse. 

She presses a button. The printer HUMS, spits out a sheet of 
paper.  Anna pulls it off the printer, holds it out to Dave. 

ANNA (CONT’D)
It’s a one bedroom cottage, quite 
remote. It’s old, cold and bit 
grubby but it’s got plenty of 
privacy and a massive garden. 
Motivated seller, too. Shall I make 
an offer? 

Dave picks up the sheet of paper.  

It shows a small color photograph of a cottage, a description 
of the property. All this below the letterhead:

“A. Smith - Estate Agent for Unique Needs”
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DAVE
Yes, thank you very much indeed. 

Dave rises to his feet, extends a hand which Anna accepts. 

ANNA
I’ll be in touch. 

Dave nods and smiles, gives her a shy wave as he backs out of 
the office. 

As he exits, the next CLIENT enters. This one is bald, 
bearded, forty-ish. 

He occupies Dave’s vacated chair as Anna sits down and opens 
a new file. 

ANNA (CONT’D)
Hmmm...it says here that you 
manufacture and distribute high-
quality methamphetamine. So you’ll 
want a property with several 
outbuildings, I presume.  

FADE TO BLACK.
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